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ABSTRACT

A remotely sensed area sampling frame was constructed for selected areas in southern Brazil.
The sampling unit information
was stored in digital form in a latitudinal/longitudinal
characterized population.
Computerized sampling procedures were
developed which allow for flexibility in sample unit
specifications and sampling designs.
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SU~lliARY

The Statistical Reporting Service assumed the responsibility
for
construction of a remotely sensed area sampling frame for
selected areas in Southern Brazil.
Original specifications
for
frame development contained a highly manual process.
A
transparent grid overlay was to be used to determine sample unit
location and stratification
characteristics.
The Sampling Frame
Development Section was concerned with the followin8 aspects of
the original frame development specifications:
(1) burden of
manual imput, (2) restrictions on the sample unit size, (3)
nonsampling errors, and (4) strata ~oundaries and definitions.
The paper describes an automated approach to frame construction
which was developed by the section.
Noteworthy differences,
from the original procedures include:
(1) a data base approach,
(2) reduced manual input,
(3) ability to change sample unit
size, and (4) improved stratification
ability.
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Construction of a Remotely Sensed
Area Sampling Frame for Southern Brazil
Ron Fecso
Wayne Gardner

Van Johnson
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INTRODUCTION

The Statistical Reporting Service (SRS) has assumed the responsibility for constructing the sampling frames for the
Ag~iculture and Resources Inventory Surveys through Aerospace
Remote Sensing (AgRISTARS) program.
The AgRISTARS program is a joint undertakin?; of the United
States Departments of Agriculture (USDA), Commerce (USDC), and
Interior (USDI), the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the Agency for International Development
(AID). Development, planning, and execution of the frame
construction was done by the Sampling Frame Development Section
(SFDS), Sampling Frames and Survey Research Branch (SRB),
Statistical Research Division (SRD) at the Fairfax location.
The task was to construct a remotely sensed area sampling frame
for selected areas in southern Brazil (lne states of Parana, Rio
Grande do SuI, and Santa Catarina.).
The frame and an
associated computerized system were constructed in a manner
which will allow digitally stored sample unit information and
computerized sample selection.
Sampling procedures and software
were developed for latitudinal/longitudinal
characterized
populations in a way which permits variable sampling
specifications.

ORIGINAL FRAHE
DEVELOPHENT PROCEDURE S

The definition of the sample units prior to this work had been
a manual process.
A transparent grid overlay was made to the
desired cluster size and placed over the associated base oap
(usually an Operational Navigation Chart).
The sample units
were then defined as the area enclosed by the individual grids.
At this point, each grid was labeled for identification and
assigned some auxiliary information for use in the creation of a
stratified sampling design.
The auxiliary information was based
on visual interpretation of LANDSAT 1:1,000,000 transparencies
which were "registered" to a base map by aligning observable
physical features common to both products.
The information was
percentage of agriculture estimated to the nearest ten percent.
There are a numher of problems associated with sample unit determination.
'These problems are now listed for reference when
describing the benefits of the automated system.
1

1.

Burden of Hanual

Input

Considerable manual input is necessary in the current procedures.
Overlays need tn '_ drawn according to the
variable base map scales. ~lnual interpretation of the
auxiliary information is neclssary for a very large number
"dmple units.
The accuracy of this control data may
become suspect if the burden of time requirements forces
({uick estimation for many of the sample units.
The
relatively small cluster size may be difficult for i~age
interpretation at a 1:1,000,000
scale. And not trivially,
each of the many sample units will have to have a record
manually created with identification and control
information present.
J

r

2.

Restriction

on Sample Unit Size

The manual procedure producef'.clusters of a given size. If
future research shows that considerable efficiency can be
gained from the use of a different size, almost all the
manual work will have to he redone to change to the new
cluster size.
3.

Nonsampling

Errors

Potential causes of nonsampling error include overlay distortion and record keeping errors.
Also changes in scale
between base maps might mak~ complete coverage of the
population difficul t.
4.

Inefficient

Strata Boundaries

In the manual procedure, the strata boundaries are defined
by the land use of the clusters and the fixed edges of the
clusters.
If the cluster S17(, is changed the boundaries
may not be efficient or even useable.

SAHPLING CONCEPTS

TILe problem of AgRISTARS' frame development and saI:1.ple
selection
is considerably different from thE area sampling frame methodology used by SRS in its U.S. agric\Jltural estimation program.
The programs differ mostly in the amount of labor intensiveness.
TIle SRS program requires manual collection of ground
truth information which necessitates clearlv recognizable
boundaries for all sample units.
As a result, the frame
development and sample selection require a great deal of manual
input. Since the AgRISTARS program will not require physically
observable sample unit boundaries, such as roads, rivers, and so
forth, the frame construction and sampling procedure has the
potential for considerable autumation.
With large areas needing
stratification, automation becomes an operational necessity.
A stratified design was determinec to be best suited to meet the
objectives of the AgRISTARS programs.
TIlis design allows for an
efficient distribution of a lirnit~d sample size to areas which
are humogeneous in crop density ard, as much as possible, in
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yield potential of the various crops being estimated.
Since
there is a possiblity that sample unit sizes or stratification
procedures Qay change with continuing research, the development
of an automated system which would be used to classify sample
units into strata is advantageous.
The first task to provide land use stratification
was to determine which characteristics
associated with the desired estimates can be quantified based on the available materials.
We
had to determine the characteristics
which could be identified
through inspection of LANDSAT imagery, in conjunction with topographic and soils maps.
These characteristics
should aid in the
improvement of the sampling design, allocation, development of
LANDSAT interpretation,
signature extension, and yield model
development.
The availability
of LANDSAT imagery for the target region in
Brazil was determined.
Paper and film products with various
scales were ordered for selected sites and acquisition dates
were staggered through the growing season.
In addition to the
imagery, the following materials were acquired:

1.

Operational Navigation Charts (ONC) at a 1:1,000,000 scale
from the Aeronautical Chart s and Information Command (ACIC)
for use as a base map in registration of the frame and
LANDSAT scenes.

2.

Soils maps for use in construction
(LUS)

3.

of the land use strata

•

Haps of the smallest

The follmving

materials
maps

political

subdivisions

(SPD).

were also used \lhen availahle:

1.

Topographic

from the Defense

I'lappinGAgency

(DHA).

2.

Land use maps.

J.

Geological

4.

Meteorological
(temperature and precipitation)
data
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

5.

Crop statistical

6.

ONC base physical

maps.
from
(NOAA).

data.
features

overlays

from ACIC.

Base map overlays when not available fronl ACIC, were made by the
stratification
group of SFDS.
These overlays have major
physical features such as rivers, lakes, and major road systems.
The base map and its overlay contain enough information
to
register the LANDSAT imagery for the area heing stratified.
The next step was to determine the useful auxiliary data which
can be estimated from inspection of the materials.
"Useful
auxiliary data" in the statistical sense is information vlhich
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can be used to reduce the error of the estimates through sampling efficiencies.
This error reduction can be accomplished
through the use of a stratified rjesign, probability proportional
to size sampling, or through more efficient estimators such as
ratio or regression types.
for this application,
the search
was restricted to information useful for stratification
with respect to estimates and forecasts ()f corn and soybean production.
The Brazil area frame was to provide the basis to estimate and
for~cast the production of corn and soybeans.
The estimator of
production for either commodity i,:;the product of an acreage
esh mate and a yield per acre estimate.
Thus, the information
necessary for an effective stratification
of the area frame was
the density of the crop in the sample unit and the yield potential for the crop in the area of the sample unit.
The importance
of items used for auxiliary information depends on the items'
influence on the variability of the production forecast.
Experience in the United States shows that the yield forecast
contributes heavily to the variahility of the production forecast.
Research, conducted as part of the Large Acreage Crop
Invt>ntory Experiment
(LACIE), suggested that this relationship
holds globally.
The f(l1lowing questions were
effective stratification:

considered

in trying

1.

I{hat would

2.

Whjch

3.

!low could we stratify

4.

!low could we use the auxil iary information

the sample

characteristics

to achieve

an

uni t hL'?
could

v"e

for more

use to stratify?
than one forecast

item?

to create

strata?

The grnuping of sample units into strata could only be accomplished with some knowledge of the sample unit content.
Therefore, before pursuing stratification
the sampling unit had to be
define.l. Then the stratification
was merely a clustering of
sample units in an attempt to reduce the heterogeneity
within
each stratum with respect to the overall population.
The reporting unit was predefined as the remotely sensed
information corresponding
to a LANDSAT "pixel."
Thus, the
elements of the population of interest consisted of the pixels
for the areas within the Brazilian states of Parana, Santa
Catarina, and Rio Grande Do SuI.
Since an area the size of a LANDSAT pixel (57 by 79 meters) can
be considered flat, the elements of the population of interest
was defined to be the land areas associated with each pixel.
Thus, disregarding
the roll, pitch, and yaw of the satellite,
there is approximately
a one-to-une correspondence
between
57 by 79 meter disjoint pieces of the earth and LANDSAT pixels
(see Figure 1).
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The sampling frame for the area of interest was, thus, defined
as 57 by 79 meter rectangular areas (elements) which do not
overlap ilnd which completely cover the area of interest.
Note
that the boundary of the frame will become altered to match the
rectanglllClr shape of the pixel or 3S 13tcr seen the rect3ngular
shape of the sample units.
The reporting unit for each
element is the LANDSAT pixel with a centerpoint closest to the
centerpoint of the element.
The actual frame from which samples will be drawn consists of
the map corrected images now produced by NASA.
Basically, the
original pixel data is "resamp1ed" by transforming
the pixel
locations to a 57 by 57 meter grid system.
TIle technique used
can be found in the papers by ~Jil1iamson (21{)
and Donovan (~). 1/
The frame used for AgRISTARS sampling consists of the 57 meter
square areas (elements) of land which correspond to the resarnpled frame pixels described ahove.
TI1US, all land is conceptually included in an element and no land is in two elements.
The
resampJ ed ~lSS pixel information for the pixel closest to the
land element is the reporting unit.

1/ Underscored numbers in parentheses
cited at the end of this report.

refer

to literature

Currpnt software limits the flexil-,ility of processing the
LANDSAT data.
Therefore. the sampling design for Brazil was
restricted to one in which the sampling units contain clu~ters
of elements which are rectangular :nrays of 191 by 117 elements.
i.e. pixels.
This limitation is expected to be eased to allow
a rectangular array of any size for future countries.
Thus. a
frame permitting flexibility of sample unit size would allow the
implementation
of research findings on optimal cluster size.
This research is being conducted by USDA/SRS and NASA.
The AgRISTARS sampling unit was defined as a general rectangular drray L meters long hy H meters high where the Land
Hare
determined by
L

(NI)(P ).
I

H

(N ) (Ph)
h

and

where
PI

pixel

length

(in meters),

Ph

pixel height

(in meters).

N

number of pixels
(S.U.). and

along

the length of the sample

unit

N

number

along

the height

unit.

I

h

of pixels

of the sample

I"

An array of elements of the I~LHlh
surface which had a corresponding array of reporting units (pixels) was defined as the
sampling unit.
these sample units must be defined in the area
of est~nation in such a way as to include all elements in a
sample unit while not including any in more than one sample
unit.
The methodology which \.J ill uniquely define the sample
units is described in the section on sampling frame development.
CONSTRUCTION OF
THE LAND USE DATA

BASE

The characteristics
used to stratify the sampling units were
kept independent of the sample units in a land use data base.
To develop the data base. homogenpous
land use blocks were
recorded in digital form.
These blocks were defined by a
vector of information which contained variables for percentaRe
of land cultivated, percentage of cultivated land which is
utilized for corn and soybeans, field size. and soil type.
The
data for the vectors of information were developed by using
LANDSAT color infrared imagery (C[n)
with crop statistics for
the smallest political subdivisions
(SPD) used to help interpret
thE' LANDSAT signatures.
InfonnCltion for major crop items ';Jasavailable
cipio) level, but total land an'a \.Jasnot. 2/

at the SPD (MuniThe estimates for

IT--T~dividual
commodity estimates were availahle for corn. soybeans, rice. Kidney (dry) beans, ~otton, and sugar.
The remaining crops such as coffee. and wh('Cltwere included as other crops.

major crops were made by the Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS)
and were obtained from the data base at the Laboratory for
Applications of Remote Sensing (LARS).
Total land area was
estimated by digitizing the Municipio boundaries shown on maps
supplied by NASA. 1/ The percentage of cultivated land was
computed by dividing the sum of all crop estimates by the total
land area. The percentage cultivated land devoted to corn and
soybeans was computed by dividing areas planted to those crops
by the sum of all crop area estimates.
Crop calendars, Operational Navigation Charts (ONC), soil data,
and climatological data were also obtained to help interpret the
LANDSAT signatures.
Information on the geography and cultural
practices of southern Brazil was used to provide a starting
point for constructing the land use blocks.
Constructing
Use Blocks

Land

The land area of the three states was broken down into 77 "work
units" or "one degree squares" to provide for an even workload
flow. 4/ These 10 squares define an area of land within a
"quadrangle" formed by the intersection of pairs of lines of
latitude and longitude.
Data base information for political
subdivisions and land use was developed within each 10 work
unit. The use of 10 work units increased the accuracy of
registration and provided a data base which could be managed at
reasonable cost with the automated system.
Base maps and soils maps for each 10 square were drafted using
ONC's and information prepared by Dr. Westin of South Dakota and
provided by NASA. A cartographer (carto) placed the base maps
on the LANDSAT scenes using rivers or other visible landmarks
for orientation.
Then, using the ancillary data and crop calendars to support the interpretation of the LANDSAT signatures,
areas having similar characteristics
such as field patterns,
bare soil, and so forth were delineated.
The carto then coded
the areas according to density of cultivation.
After the initial breakdown and coding were complete, an analyst
reviewed the first carto's work, made necessary changes and additions to the percentages cultivated, and coded the percentages
of corn and soybeans.
This work unit then went back to a carto
who made the corrections to land use boundaries, and modified
boundaries due to varying soil types.
Field size also was coded
in this step.

1/ Several problems were encountered; 1) the maps showing
Municipio boundaries had to be drafted; 2) the maps arrived late
in the construction process, 3) boundaries had to be estimated
where maps overlapped, 4) a few Municipios were miscoded, and 5)
eight Municipios were omitted entirely.
See Appendix 4 for
additional information on data summarization and the associated
problems.
~/ For a more complete description of the procedures for
constructing the frame see the outline of the stratification
procedures, the worksheets, and coding sheets included as
appendices 1-3.
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Follow] ng the second car to s_ el l ',Lc \.;ork uni t WRS agRi n revie\N'L'd
by an clnalyst.
111is review
not nnly checked
for completeness
and consistency
within
the worl "~!it,
but also checked
for Con-sis tency between work units.
(Th,- analyst
revie\o.'s wi 11 be
discllssed
further
in the section
Oil
quality
control).
Oncl:' the revie\" was complete,
the final
frame was drafted
and
all
land use blocks
coded.
TIle frame was checked
for accuracy
and r;iven a finid
review by .'1 ;,Llt istician.
Once the final
fra!11e \.JilS approved
it was re.ld\' f.,;" digitization.
Creating
Base

The vata

At this
point
all
the necessary
i'lformation
was ilvailahle
to
create
the frame.
However, this
i.nformation
needed to he
converted
into computer
readable
~edia.
To accomplish
this
transformation
graphic
coordinate
digitizers
were used.
The digitizing

~
')

.

equipment

consists

of:

/" tablet
] oca t ion

with a \vire grid uI},lerneath
of each point
on t[1l' tablet.

A 16 key

cursor

3.

J\ ndcroprocessing

4.

t\

rtual

floppy

to

enter

to

determine

the

store

digitized

information.

controller.
disk

system

t,", l"('cord

and

the

i n forma t ion.

Befc'I'c' each !\lap or overlay
\vdS <'i;;itizecl,
dots \..•.
ere placed
on
the boundaries
of every polygon \.Jl'enever there
was a noticeahle
change of direction.
Therefore,
2urved lines
were represented
by a group of straight
line
se';TI!«lIts.
Each municipio
or land
use area was represented
by an N sided polygon where N was the
numher of dots needed to out 1illt' t:he area.
Each

point
on the houndary
of tll(' polygon 1"as represented
hv its
cnordinate
system and was j,leil~ ified
by polygon
control
and
\wrk unit
identification
numbers.
Additionally,
information
for
macldne
edits
lIas recorded
for ca,_'11 point.
The polygon
control
number includes
coding which def i ws the vector
of information.
Hence,
the vector
of information
for each land use h10ck 1";)S
ass0cia ted with every point
det ('r'l i ning that
polygon.
x-y

The final
frame was digitized
hy \,f<lrk unit
and four files
wer0
create'd.
These files,
(a point
[i le,
area file,
calibration
file
and calibration
area file)
were used to check the
digitization
and verify
the corretness
of the point
file.
51
Points
in the point
file
could
he associated
with more than one
land use polygon.
Hence, thesc' matching
points
would be
recorded
more than once.
Matching
points
were averaged
and the
average
value assigned
to each 1'01ygon containing
a matched
poir"t.
TIle point
averaging
\v;I(;
,:
Ill'
to ensure
that
no smal.1
I

~,/ Documentation
for the soft\J'lrl'
used
the puints
is included
as appeIH:i;.( 5.

to

edit

and

convert

areas were omitted or duplicated since very rarely will any
point be recorded twice with exactly the same x and y coordinate.
The final step in creating the data base was to convert the x
and y coordinates of each point into latitude and longitude.
The four points in the calibration file were used to determine a
linear relationship between the x and y coordinates and latitude
and longitude.
This relationship was then used to convert all
the points in the point file to the corresponding latitude and
longitude.
The file was stored on magnetic tape for later use
in classifying the sample units.
Quality

Control

Quality control measures took on several forms throughout frame
construction.
Analysts and reviewers visually checked the construction of land use blocks to ensure consistency in interpreting the LANDSAT signatures.
A data base of crop estimates
for the political subdivisions (municipios) was used to help
interpret LANDSAT signatures and to obtain characteristic values
for land areas where scenes were missing or the imagery was
obscured by cloud cover. Machine edits, check digits, and the
point averaging program were used to ensure that the information
in the digitized data files were complete and correct.
Finally,
the frame was evaluated using comparisons with ground truth
data. This information was obtained from field observations
made during travel through the three states in Brazil.
The analyst reviews were not only steps in constructing the
frame, but also acted as quality control measures.
This process
uncovered two basic problems with the LANDSAT imagery.
First,
the quality of the paper products received from NASA was very
poor. Colors and tints varied considerably from scene to
scene. Often crop signatures were undiscernible, even when
there was reasonable multitemporal coverage.
Multitemporal
coverage in itself was a problem because many areas had only
scenes stretched over several years.
Second, registration of
the 1° work unit to the LANDSAT scenes was approximate.
Both
the work unit overlay and the LANDSAT scenes were on a scale of
1:250,000, but when the overlay was placed on the LANDSAT scene,
the rivers, roads and so forth were not aligned except in small
areas.
Consequently, as the stratification work was being done,
the overlay had to be moved around the LANDSAT scene to achieve
correct registration for the small area being stratified.
Discussions bet\-lCenthe cartos and analysts in resolving these
problems and other difficulties led to a more consistent interpretation of the signatures.
TIle second analyst review was used as a check for consistency
among work units.
In this step the land use blocks for adjacent
work units were compared.
Blocks which had identical codes for
percentage of land under cultivation were expected to have similar signatures on the LANDSAT scenes.
If the signatures were
not consistent, codes were adjusted and/or boundaries redrawn to
improve the homogeneity of the land use blocks.
To assess and improve staff capabilities of interpreting LANDSAT
imagery outside expertise was sought.
Bob Payne, with Lockheed
9

in Houston, visited the Fairfax office and provided ;] critfjllf>
of completed work and additional training in interpretAtion.
Dale Kj_ng, now the SRS, USDA, hut formerly an analyst with
Lockheed, also reviewed the work.
t-lachineedits were used for quali ty control in the d.igitizing
process.
One program added the areas of the land use polygons
and compared this value to the total area of the work unit.
If
the two areas were not within a tolerance of ±.2 percent, the
digitized file was checked for accuracy and corrected.
A check
digit, consisting of the units value of the sum of the stratification codes, was included to check that codes were correctly
entered into the data base.
Finally, the point averaging
program ensured that no land area was omitted from the frame or
was duplicated.
Although one of the constraints of this frame construction
project was that a visit to Brazil prior to the work was not
possibLe, a trip was made to evaluate the work after it was
completed.
Wayne Gardner and Van Johnson made the evaluation
trip to Brazil, (February 2-20, ]981).
They were accompanied
by Dave Hicks, a geographer with the Environmental
Research
Institute of Michigan (ERIM).
Comprehensive
results of that
trip are available in an informal trip report by Gardner and
Johnson (.2) !if.
Basically, 49 locations were visited within
the three Brazilian States and ohservations recorded.
These
observations were compared to the frame values for percelltap;e
of land cultivated, percentage of corn and soybeans and field
size.
These comparisons are sho~m in figures 2-4.
If the frame values and observed values matched exactly, only
the blocks along the diagonal (bottom left to top right) of the
charts would contain positive values.
Since perfect correspondence of values is not expected, a high percentage of the
observations
falling in the blocks on the diagonal or one block
either side of it would provide an indication that the frame
stratification
was "good."
This assumes that an onservation on
the 10'...7 end of a given range could fall in that range or in the
preceding range or vice-versa.
"(;ood" means that stratification should result in an overall increase in the efficiency of
the sample design.
Notice in Figure 2, that 26 of the Lff)observations are on the
diagonal, and an additional 16 are on either side.
Thus FC percent of the observations are wi thin the specified limits.
TIle
comparisons in Figure 2 suggest that stratified land use in the
lower ranges of percentage cultivated more often matched the ohserved values than did the land use classification
in the areas
of more intensive cultivation.
This would seem to indicate that
stratifiers became more conservative
in their interpretation
of
LANDSAT signatures as the intensity of cultivation increased.

{J/

Additional

comments

can be found in

(ll)
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FIGURE 2: COMPARISON OF OBSERVED TO FRAME PERCENTAGE CULTIVATED FOR BRAZIL
FREQUENCY
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FIGURE 3: COMPARISON OF OBSERVED TO FRAME PERCENTAGE
OF CORN/SOYBEANS FOR BRAZIL
FREQUENCY
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FIGURE 4: COMPARISON OF OBSERVED TO FRAME FIELD SIZES FOR BRAZIL
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Figure
3 shows the comparison
of percentage
of corn and soybeans
to tutal
cultivated
land.
Forty of the 49 observations
are in
the blocks along the diagonal.
l'h~ data in this
table
reflect
the wide range of the percentage
cllltivated
where almost
80
pern'nt
of the observations
had vaLues greater
than 40 percent.
Analysts
could not determine
tlw p,,~rcentage of corn and soybeans
from the LANDSATsignatures
alom'.
Tnerefore,
ancillary
data
was tls('d as the major indicator
nf the percentage
of corn and
soybeans
in each stratum
block.
Tllese comparisons
indicate
that
the tlSl' of ancillary
data \las gel1e rally
accurate
for codine
the
percl'l1t.uges
of corn and soybeal\~"
Figure
4 compares field
size.
¥ields
larger
than 300 acres were
not observed
in the selected
sit.es.
However, some fields
which
may hav~' been in that range were seen while traveling
from one
location
to another.
Most of the fields
observed
were small
(less
than 100 acres).
The nata indicate
that
stratifiers
had
trouhle
in determining
field
SjZL
from the LANDSATscenes.
The comparisons
of observed
to stratified
values
were generally
very good.
A few areas when' tIll' ~:;tratification
was quite
a bit
off \ven~ noticed.
Most of the gross misstratification
was unavoidabll~ because
the signatures
of some growing crops,
such as
sugarcane,
could not be distingllished
from natural
vegetation.
Also, the random plantine
of fields
in vast plains
and TNi11, continue
to cause probL,·r;I:, in determining
percentage
of land cultivated
il1 these areas.

areas
the

caused

The intl~rpretation
of signatures
Ivhich evolved
from the stratification
process
and whicb is shared by the analysts
and
reviewers
is consistent
with actll;~l conditions.
For example,
signdtui'es
which were coded as bilre soil
did represent
bare
soil;
,lreas of cultivation
werE' "1:1 tivated,
and so forth.
However, signatures
of some browi T1,'~ crops will
continue
to be
confused
with those of nativ('
grLlsses.
The dncillary
data for Brazi 1 pruvided
cood indications
of
relative
levels
of percentages
cultivated,
but should not be
relied
on solely
for absolutl'
levels.
The percentage
of corn
and soybeans
to total
crops,
compllted from the ancillary
data,
appeared
to be a good indicator
of the actual
percentages.
Hence, the ancillary
data was re I i 'IDle as an indicator
of
relative
values.

SAHPLING FRANE
DEVELOPMENT

Defining
the sampling
frame rer;ui I ed that a program be developed
which IJ'mld compute the latit Udl' and longitude
of the center
point of each sample unit
in the t drget area.
The geometric
arguments
used in this
program are contained
in Appendix ~.
Basically
the algorithm
is an itt'Jative
procedure
which takes
into account
the curvature
of the earth
and the size of the
desi r cd sample unit when pOSl tj 011 i ng the rec tangular
sampling
units
over the target
area.
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Assignine Auxilliary
Information to the
Sample Units

A computer was used to define the sampling frame. This use of
software to create the frame allows freedom in the choice of
sample unit (cluster) size. In order to stratify the population, a method was devised to assign auxilIary information to
the sample units. This objective was accomplished through
programming.
Software was written to assign the auxiliary information to each
sampling unit in the frame.
The location of the sampling unit
was compared to the latitude/longitude polygon files which contain land use and political subdivision information.
The
information assigned to a sample unit was determined by the
location of the center point of the sample unit.
The program
used to assign the auxiliary data is in Appendix 5.
Originally the auxiliary information for a sample unit was to be
created by allocating polygon information to a sample unit in
proportion to the amount of the polygon in the sample unit.
However, there were many inherent problems with materials
which would cause difficulties in registration.
For these
reasons the sample unit was assigned the auxiliary information
which corresponds to the polygon in which the center point of
the sample unit falls.

SANl'LING DESIGN

The Brazil sampling frame is a data file which contains the
center points of the cluster sampling units in the three state
area of interest.
Each of these sampling units also contains
political subdivision and land use information.
A number of sampling designs are possible with this type of
file. These designs include:
1.

Simple random sampling.

2.

Stratified sampling by political
cnaracteristics.

J.

Sampling with probability proportional to size (PPS) based
on a cropland or crop-specific estimate.

subdivision

and/or crop

Additionally, the use of alternative estimators is a possibility. These estimators could include both ratio and regression
types. Stratification of the sampling frame based on the
auxiliary information is also being considered by a number of
organizations, including the SFDS.
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APPENDIX

1

STRATIFICATION PROCEDURES FOR AgRISTARS AREA FRAME

I.

Project

Information:

1. Country:

Brazil

2. Area(s):
do SuI

States of Parana, Santa Catarina and Rio Grande

3. Requirements:
(1)

Stratify

the following variables:

a. States
b. Political subdivisions (municipios)-to
internally by automated grid software.

(2)

Agricultural

(3)

Percentage cultivated

(4)

Soils type

(5)

Density of corn and soybeans

(6)

Field size

4. Material:
data

land (evidence of cropping

Geographic

(1)

Agricultural

(2)

Crop calendars

(3)

Soils maps

data, including

statistical

be entered

pattern)

cultural

and climate

data

(4) Satellite imagery
(5)

Haps and map transparencies

Primary work unit: A one degree latitude-longitude
quadrangle
outlined on prepared overlays.
The overlays have an overlap on
all sides which can be used for notes, observations, and so
forth.
Restrictions:
The area frames for AgRISTARS are to be
constructed compatible with an automated grid sampling scheme.
Since no ground truth is availahle for the AgRISTARS frames, we
will not be able to actually determine the accuracy of our stratification.
Therefore, it is essential that we be consistent in
all of the work.
Even if we misclassify a particular variable,
we can still have a frame that is efficient for sampling.
The
true identity of the characteristic will have to be determined
through sample data collection or interpretation.
Review of
individual work to assure consistency throughout the frame is
absolutely necessary.
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11.

~,tratification

CuidelillesI!lIL

\:u,-infrarl'd

1'<\[1<,'r

..r~'I~lti.?n Uni~to

Inal' t ransparcucy
ove rlays
11)e map
Ll;~tii;caLiun
variable
l-a
"C"l'~. uf ,,,ater
and roads
for

'ne<

;:,' .:1,<,':'

a selle 1:25U,OOII"il1
:':111sparencies
\"i11 prDvi •.:'c

,,",iLl,
I

--;1:ILps)

!'c':lPra
':'

.,tnd

;Jlso

1 infon'l.'l

I : III d 11S era
l'mpl1atiized.

t

she1',.'

AgRISTARS

'l'

:.1:1,

used.

ion.

t h (' r t h a n I >11',' s i (';I!

h ClU n d 3 r i e s \"i 11 be

~. lu'l1 10 \-Jock unit
will':l.'"
....
·urktiheet
(Stratific3tion
1I"lccdun'
and Analysis
Recnr,j:1 which contains
space
for
Identifyins
the work unit
1;)'
the LANDSAT scenes
used in
I ill' analysis
and the pl~I'S"II,; I('~;ponsible
for each step
in
tilt'
j)rocess.
Space is
II ·11 ! t','vidcd
for comments
to aid
i'l tile analysis
3t eacll ()j ti,<,
~;teps.
A ,,,ork nunber
identifyinr
the blocl:
S!iO\II,1
l,e entered
on the overlay
and
tll" work shel't.
h'hen \HUtl'!'
comments refer
to a specific
I,] ock, the blocks
shoul:l
1'l' lJllf:herl'd and the nunlher
(i rcled
on tlH' overlay.
'111'''''' reference
numbers
will
not
I,'
entered
into any syster:,
j,
l11l' first
land USl'
,..[ratification,
hut will
t:. 'I;;ed to point
out questionable
:J,'as to the analyst
or n", i: L'er.
LI

r.
1.

Ii rst
I

1)

(.')

Carto

Procedure

Prepare
the "Str:ltific,11
Record"
\-lork form r ()t
Enter
al-l rcquir{
! i:
Place
"bl'til"

jon Procedure
and
I " one degree
work
I:.'!. ion completely

t

the one Ul't',rt'l
(('()nsiderjllf~
(I!
[10\-l11)
LAiWSl\T Sl('lll
",
s t rat i fie rJ and t ilpi' t
1-

I'

I

"

Analysis
unit.
:Jnd legibly.

',' maj) ll-ansparency
over the
;['j!lI'" cloud
cover
and date
,: I :lbl"
for the area
to be
I(, Sc e n e •
;

Place
the J ::.?,)O,O!)il
:';<
l~; map transparency
over the
t () the base map
base liiap overlay;
11 i "'I '[ld tape
:\(JL slip
and yet can be
overlay
so that
it dl t
LAJ;DSAT scene more closely
picL',ed up to ohSt'rvl'
'I'
other
if
requi n·d.
Rev i v'-' '.. i ' :: :ISe;} stance
In some instances
tIle
topographic
nlaps j r .", I ;:1h1e.
rnagnificiltion
pr(J('('~:'
'" ()bscure
a port ion of the
LANDSAT scene.J
f t; i
i ~ tuu Grasl i c, ne ....
' overlays
should
bl' drafted.
(

l,

j

)

Place
hasp

clear
overl:JY
p and soi 1 s

m3

lI'd

r~',I,

I'

t rallsl'arency
rClllsparencies.

and

tape

to

the

Review Operational',
.Ilion
Charl
(ONC) and
[';eographic
rescarcL
d;:
( [[ available)
and compare
,-lith iP1ClGery features
t" acllieve
good orientation
and
wr i t e the p;e 0 g rap I; ire h, 1r act e r i s tic S 0 f ,10 r k un i ton
the work form.
'I'll'" L'lll, use map obtained
from Dr.
Westin
!:lilY he uSl'd 1"1 '1lpplementary
information.
2\l

(6)

As the first step in stratification,
delineate
definite crop land areas (field patterns visible)
with Cl blue r;rease pencil on the clear overlay.
Concentrate on broad pattern areas and color
differences when delineating and also pick out small
areas which are in striking contrast to the broad
area.
For example, a small densely cultivated valley
inside a heavjly wooded region.
Code th2se cropland
areas by percentage cultivated:
less than 5, 5 to
20, 20 to 40, 40 to 60, 60 to 80, gO to 95, and 95
plus (see coding sheet).
All areas having less than
5 percent cultivated land are coded A.
Bodies of
water will also be drawn out and coden as "n" (not
sampled).
Hinirnum block size for land i s ~) square
miles (3/4 inch2) and water is 4 square miles (1/2
inch2).
The latitude and longi tude lines forming
the boundary for the one degree block are the work
unit boundaries and cultivated strata blocks should
not cross these lines.

(7)

A unique stratificatjon
problem involves classifying
and coding land within the one degree work unit which
is in a country other than Brazil (i.e., Argentina).
Since the entire one degree work unit must be
stratified and coded, the following guidelines
apply:
A. "Foreign" land \-lithin4 miles (approximately
1
inch) of the border must be stratified and coded
as though it were part of Brazil.
B. "Foreign" land beyond the Lf mile limit can be
lumped together and coded "0"
(not sampled).

7. First Analyst

Procedure

(1)

Working with a purple grease pencil, review the basic
cultivation stratification
done by the first carto.
~~ke working notes in the Carta note section of the
worksheet and discuss any changes or modifications
with the carta responsible for the cultivation
stratification.

(2)

Use ONe's or other topographic maps which may show
land use such as swamps, brush, and trees, etc., to
further subdivide the areas coded "A" into three
general groupings:
(1) no potential for agriculture
(arid, steep, or mountainous
terrain), (2) little if
any potential for agriculture
(woods, brush and salt
marsh), and (3) some potential for agriculture
(grassland and other).

(3)

The blocks of land stratified by percentage of
cultivated land in Carto step one are to be coded for
the percent of the cultivated land that is potential
corn and soybeans.
Review the crop calendar and any
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crop acreagt'
data or ,;upplemental
crop maps available
for the region
being str:ltified.
The crop calendar
will
show usual
planti Il!; ;tncl harvesting
dates
for any
competing
crops
«('r')p~'
f 1,;lt may be planted
on the
samt' land at the SL\I:l(~ t i I:Il ).
Arrange
all
available
imagery by months-"rel'Il'I'lber
that
crops are expected
to change in speciiic
lields
between years
as well as
within
years,
if c!ouble "I'
continuous
cropping
is
normal pr'lctiC('.
1'1 Brl ,j I the first
month of the
growing sedson Hill
IW\'!)',tlst.
There will
be a
varying
number of scenes
with potential
dates
across
several
years.
TIllie.;, on anyone
scene,
the crop
calendar
\;ill
need te h' interpreted
for that
specific
elate (interpreted
ion consists
of defining
areas
I,dth potential
[or!1 and/or
soybeans).
Concurrently
use al I "tiUstical
data that
may be
a vail a h lei n de t e nn i Ilj 11 g ()C cur r e nee and den sit y a f
corn and soybeans.
,'d ju in Lng scenes
wi th varying
amounts of overlap
may j11-nvide additional
multitemporal
in[0['";1;1ti 0'1 and should be used whenever
possible.
Soil
type /',ru\lpings
may provide
additional
information
on delilll'.lt
illf; or extending
areas
of
specific
crops.
Us i Tl)' ! I)p crop calendar,
look for
crops that
are plante,1
"Irll_est
in the year ahead of
other
crops.
These ~;1,(1!1 d show up first
on a
sequence
of images [e't ::11(' same footprint
and you may
be able to determilW
Lllal crop's
signature
for the
season.
The same apl'r";l,'h
milY be taken
for harvest
times wl.en early
crops :1:-,' ~laturing
and are being
harvested.
Once part i,ll!;lr
fields
are identified
as
specific
crops
thi:,; i'd"
nation
may be used to
identify
similar
and ""'1'imilar
crops.
(II)

Classify
the block:,
bv j"\lr groups
based on
percentage
of carll
tn,] :0' ,vheans.
The breakdowns
are
IlU percent
or man' uf till' nrea devoted
to corn and
soybeans,
15 to Illl percent,
5-15 and less
than 5
percent
(See appendix
<, Coding Sheet).
If the
densIty
or potential
Jlll~!ty
uf corn and soybeans
varies
substantially
,,ritl ill the block,
additional
blocks
should
be fonlllc1.
The density
of corn and
soybeJns
is indepemkll
t ,) f the percentage
:.lgricultl1re,
namely,
,,! :he cultivated
land in the
block 4('1 percent
is p"t'"lItial
corn and soybeans,
and
so forth.

(')

A short
n,Hultive
skl\t1d
he developed
by the analyst
describing
the crUppilli,
Iractice
and calling
attention
to specifil'
I[
',IS
that will
assist
the
cartographi
c pe rS011IlE'1 i ,[ subsequent
steps.
In
addition
to the narcll
iv,'.
the analyst
may also write
information
about
i nt"rpl'plation
on the overlay
materials.
These COIlHlll'nLsmay entail
such items as
saying
the light
pillk~c>lored
areas
are grassland,
Hhile
the red field
Uti
'; '('11<2if
and the brown
fieLds
on Scent' I.!
't"
thought
to be corn and
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soybeans and the white fields on Scene #
are small
grains.
For notes referring to specific blocks of
land, a temporary work number identifying the block
should be entered on the overlay and used to
reference the appropriate note or comment (see
section 11-3).
3. Second Carta Procedure
(1)

Place a new, clear overlay over existing
transparencies.
Align and label this second
overlay.

(2)

Using green lumocolor, draw in stratum blocks using
straight lines where possible, to facilitate
digitizing.
Code each block with the appropriate
codes for percentage land cultivated and percentage
of corn and soybeans.

(3)

The next step is to classify the blocks as to
predominant field sizes. The three major breakdowns
being fields less than 100 acres, fields 100-300
acres and fields greater than 300 acres.
A template
should be used for questionable or marginal blocks.
Use appropriate codes from the AgR1STARS coding
sheet.

(4)

Code the blocks of land according to major soils
types and enter code on the overlay.
We will code
only the major soil types found in the block (see the
coding sheet).
Subdivide the block to improve the
accuracy of the soil classification if possible to do
so without violating the minimum block size (9 sq.
miles, 3/4 inch2).
Each time a block is
subdivided, all code data should be entered into each
ne,,,block.

4. Second Analyst P~view
(1)

Review the final carto stratification and make any
necessary corrections in purple lumocolor.
Base the
review on all available materials, notes, and
ancillary data.

(2)

Review for consistency in stratification and make any
necessary corrections to ensure that consistency.

5. Final Frame Preparation
(1)

Place the final frame material over the base map and
the reviewed and checked second carto overlay (remove
all other overlays) and draft the final frame. Bring
forward the appropriate codes for percentage
cultivated, percentage corn/soybeans, field size and
soil type. Assign a unique three digit code to each
strata block by numbering the blocks starting with
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001 in the northeast
unit
in a serpentine
numbered.
The code
block is as follows:

xxx
x
X
X

XX

( .2)

-

('{)Iner of the one
Ll':llion
until
all
{',I'I to he entered

unique
stratH
block
percent
cult i \,,,ted
crop specific
code
field
size
soi 1 type
check digit

Compute the
is the unit
digi ts.
For
24771212 the

check dii;i~
portion
uf
examph- i;
check diLi:

6.

7.

the

complete

code

would

Supervisor

Review

[{evi ew for

completeness

Statistician
Formal

be

dnd enter.
The check digit
sum of the individual
~ :It.~ hlock
had been coded
\Noule be computee! 2S
,)

:"+

number

Iltl'

(2+4+7+~'+l-t.'II
Thus

degree
work
blo,-'ks are
in cael' strata

i']

dl1d'l'<.d.

=

(21)

=

1

:~121

ness.

Review

acceptance

of work

unit..
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APPENDIX 2

AgRISTARS
STRATIFICATION

PROCEDURE

AND

ANALYSIS

RECORD

Country
1st

Political

Subdivision(s)

2nd

Political

Subdivision(s)

Crop

Variables

Work

Unit

(3)

(2)

(1)

Number

Coordinates

Footprint

Footprint

Date:

Date

Footprint

Footprint

Date:

Date:

Scene(s)

used

as base

for

stratification:
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FIRST

STRATA

Carta

Name

Date

Started

Carta

OVERLAY

Date

(Orientation,

Notes:

Geographic

Climate

Characteristics

of Work

Crop

Calendar:

Crop

Data

Related

Carta

Notes:

of Work

Scene

Quality)

Unit:

Unit:

Attached

Sheet:

Maps,

Alignment,

Finished

Attached

Other

Materials

(Related

to land

use

analysis

and

agriculture)
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Analyst
Date

Name:

Started

Analyst

Date

Completed

Notes:
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SECOND

STRATA

Carto

Name

Date

Started

Carto

OVERLAY

Date

Finished

Notes:

STATISTICIAN

REVIEW

Name
Date

Date

Started

Notes:

FINAL

FRAME

Carto

Name

Date

Started

SUPERVISOR

Date

Fin ish

D ate

Fin

.' d

REVIEW

Name
Date

Started

ish '_'d
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APPENDIX

BRAZIL
CODING

3

Count Unit ID - enter sequential 001 to nnn dibit(s)
starting in northeast corner in east to west, west to east
serpentine manner.

AgRISTARS
SHEET

2.

Percent

Cultivated

Carto
Code

Analyst
Code

Description

o

o

not sampled

1

Less than 5% cultivated,
for agriculture, usually
mountainous
terrain.

2

Less than 5% cultivated, little
any potential for agriculture,
usually woods, brush and marsh.

3

Less than 5% cultivated, has
potential for agriculture,
usually
grassland.

4

4

5 to 20% cultivated.

5

5

20 to 40% cultivated.

6

6

40 to 60% cultivated.

7

7

60 to 80% cultivated.

8

8

80 to 95% cultivated.

()

9

95% or more

A

3.

Percent

Corn and/or

Code

4.

(final Stratification)

(water,

other

countries).
no potential
arid, steep

if

cultivated.

Soybeans
Description

0

not sampled

(water,

other

1

Less than 5% corn/soybeans.

2

5 to 15% corn/soybeans.

3

15 to 40% corn/soybeans.

4

40% or more corn/soybeans.

countries).

Field Size
Code
0

Description
not sampled

(water,

other

countries).

5.

1

Fields

"

Fieldf; IOiJ to 300 acres.

'3

Fields

less than 100 acres.

greater

than 300 acres.

Sed 1s Type
Cude

00

not sampled

01

AH - Hydromorphic

(;2

AHA ~- lIydromorphic Alluvial Soils
\"i tit well drained acid Alluvial
SOL 1 ,;.

03

AIIRB '1'1 A -(No narrative
provided)

1)4

CII R/L - Chernozem on loess-covered
undul~ting to rolling plains.

05

CHLT I II - Loamy Chernozem
alluvial plains.

06

C-llB -- Gray Ilydromorphic soils with
half hog on nearly level plains.

07

LFSR/Sd - Sandy Low - l~mic
Fernq',inous Latosols from Sandstone
on roLling terrain.

08

LFS ~;SL -(No narrative
provided)

09

LFS R/T - Sandy Low-Humic
Ferroginous Latosols from
consolidated rocks on rolling
terrain

10

LR ll/'~ - Red Latosol s from
undifferentiated
consolidated
rocks on hilly terrain.

11

LR !lIS - (LR H/TS) - Red Latosols
from sedimentary rocks on hilly
terrain.

12

LF ~l/ - Lithosolic Red Latosols
mountains of humid tropics.

13

U< K/ ('- Red Latosols from
undllferentiated
consolidated
on rolling uplands.

(water,

other

countries).

Alluvial

Soils.

description

soils

on

description

on

rocks

30

14

LR R/U - Red Latosols from unconsolidated materials on rolling
terrain.

15

LTX RIB - Terra Roxa (Latosols)
basic rocks on rolling terrain.

16

M - Dominantly swampy land but
locally includes islands of betterdrained land.

17

PCHLA SK - Planosolic
soils from lacustrine
with Solonchak.

18

PR RIS - Prairie from sedimentary
rocks on undulating to rolling
plains.

19

PR Rill - Prairie from unconsolidated
materials on rolling plains.

20

RBu - Reddish brown from unconsolidated materials in level to
rolling plains.

21

Reddish brown from unconsolidated
materials on level to rolling plains,
with Solonchak.

22

RGFU - Regur soils fron finetextured unconsolidated materials
level to gently sloping plains.

from

Chernozem
and materials

on

23

RL HIB - Reddish brown lateritic
basic igneous rocks on hilly
terrain.

24

RL HIS - Reddish brown lateritic from
sedimentary rocks on hilly terrain.

25

RL RIB - Reddish brown lateritic
basic igneous rocks on rolling
plains

26

RYP H/c - Red and yellow Podzolic
soils from consolidated rocks
on hilly terrain.

27

RYP RISdM - Red and yellow Podzolic
from sandstone on undulating to
rolling terrain, marshes and ponds.

28

RYP TIA M - Red and yellow Podzolic
on terraces with marshes and ponds.

from

from

31

29

RZ HiB - Rubrozems and associated
snil~ from basic rock on hilly
terrilin.

30

RZ

!ill',

-

(No narrative

description

provided)

31

RZ RIB - Rubrozems from basic rocks
on rol ling terrain.

~\7

RZ R/S - Rubrozems from sedimentary
rock~; or rolling topography.

33

EZ !;:;[/ C - Rubrozems from consolidated rocks on rolling and hilly
terrain.

34

sn - Sandy Beaches
SH-·AH:-. -Salt water marsh with
HydroITIorphic Saline Alluvial soils.

W - Wiesenboden
plaim;)
37

(flat to nearly level

.

PPR Y!S - (No narrative

description

prav icled )
38

rR Y/S - (No narrative

description

;wov idpd)
39

PC R/!; - (No narrative
provided)

AH-AA - (No narrative

description

description

provided)

42

RYP R!TS - (No narrative
provided)

description

KYP R/SD-M -(No narrative
tion~rovided)

descrip-
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APPENDIX 4

MUNICIPIO AND LAND
USE DATA SU~fr~IZATION

Municipio (a county sized political subdivision) boundaries were
digitized to provide a file which could be used to assign
municipio codes to the sampling unit file and to be used in the
computation of crop densities for these regions.
Estimates of area planted to corn, soybeans, rice, kidney beans,
cotton, and sugar. There was also a category for other
unspecified crops such as wheat, coffee, and so forth. However,
total land was not available at this level.
Total land area was estimated by digitizing maps supplied by
NASA. These maps showed municipio boundaries and latitude and
longitude lines. The original 1:1,000,000 maps were enlarged
and reproduced on clear acetate at 1:250,000.
In order to form
our 10 square work units, mosiacs were made and the work units
traced on paper copy. The tracing o£ work units was necessary
because many 10 squares were on parts of two or more maps.
Further, the dots used to indicate places to digitize were not
clearly visible when placed on the acetate because of the thick
black boundary lines which were caused by enlarging the small
scale maps.
Estimating total area by mun1C1p10 posed several problems which
had to be resolved.
The maps showing the municipio boundaries
had to be drafted by NASA and were received late in the
construction phase.
These maps contained a few municipios that
had been incorrectly coded, some boundaries had to be estimated
where maps overlapped, and eight municipios were omitted
entirely.
Errors in digitization also had to be resolved.
The digitizer
boards and microprocessor were recently purchased and software
had to be developed for the system.
Time was needed for
training in the use of the equipment.
The disk storage capacity
of the minicomputer limited the amount of data which could be
processed at anyone
time.
Municipio areas were digitized by work units.
This procedure
created special problems because many municipios had parts in
more than one work unit.
These parts had to be aggregated to
obtain the total area for the municipio.
Thus, a method was
devised for determining when all parts of a municipio had been
digitized.
Only then could the areas be summed to obtain the
total required.
The first step in aggregating municipio areas was to obtain
computer listings of the digitized areas (in square inches) by
work unit. Each work unit listing was manually matched with a
map which showed municipio boundaries.
If a municipio fell in
more than one work unit, each part was numbered and coded so
that the part could be associated with the particular work unit
which contained that portion.
The total number of parts and
the specific part numbers for each municipio was recorded.
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These values along with an identification
(10) variable and
the digitized area were used as input for the update program.
This update program created variables which identified each
work unit containing a portion of a particular municipio and
calculated the municipio area when all parts of a municipio had
been processed.
The master file was then updated.
After each
run, printouts showing the crop area estimates and the crop
percentages of the total area were obtained.
The printouts were
checked against the map to verify that municipios were correctJ y shown as compl eted.
Hhenever discrepancies
occurred,
such as improper coding of the parts of the municipio falling
in different work units, omission of municipio boundaries,
duplication of municipio numbers, or errors in the identification varlable, the problem was resolved.
All of the preceding data manipulations
were required to obtain
ancillary data in a form that was useful for developing the
area frame.
Since strata were defined using the percentage of
agriculture and percentage of corn and soybeans, the ancillary
data also needed to be in percentages.
The analyst used the
percentages
to check signature interpretations
for consistency
within and among strata.
The variahle, percentage corn and
soybeans, was computed by summing areas planted to those two
crops and dividing by the sums of areas planted to all crops.
After arriving at the estimated total area we computed the
value for percentage of cultivation hy dividing the sum of the
crop areas by the total land area.
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APPENDIX

5

SOFTWARE

DOCUHENTA-

TION

PROGRAN

TIle programs necessary for the development of the sampling frame
were written by Bob tmle and Ron Fecso of the SFDS, SRS, USDA in
early 1980.
These programs edit and manipulate the raw data in
the digitized files and then convert the edited data into the
format required for automated sampling of the frame. II

DESCRIPTIONS

Polygon Control
Number Verification

The polygon control number identifies each land use block and is
made up of a unique block number, the vector of information, and
a check digit.
The check is defined as the units value of the
sum of the digits making up the block number and the vector of
information.
The digits of the polygon control number are
summed and the units digit is compared to the check digit.
If
the values do not match a warning message is issued.
The coding
for each flagged polygon must be rechecked and corrected.

Area

The digitized area of the polygons is aggregated and compared to
the total area of the work unit.
If the areas differ by more
than .2 percent an error message is issued.
The points in the
file must be verified and any corrections made by the person who
digitized the work unit.

Check

Calibration

Oleck

The four corner points in the calibration file are compared to
the four corner points in the point file.
If either the X or Y
coordinates of the matching corner points differ by more than
.025 inch, the calibration file must be redone.

Point File Nain Edit

Matching points are checked and the number of matching points is
verified.
Matching points are defined to be points coincident
to contiguous polygons.
For example, if matching points make up
the coincident boundary of two contiguous polygons each of the
matching points would have to be recorded twice in the
digitizing process in order to define the boundaries of both
polygons.
If the X and Y coordinates of matching points differ
by more than .025 inch they are considered to be nonmatches.
All points not having the required number of matches are output
in an error file.
Corrections are made by the person who
digitized the work unit.

Point

The X and Y coordinates of matching points
assigned the average value of all matching
file.

Averaging

Point File Conversion

are averaged and
points in the point

The X and Y coonlinates of the points in the point file are
converted to latitude and longitude.
The conversion uses a
linear relationship determined by the four points in the
calibration file.
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Copies of these programs

are available

upon request.

Work Unit

Gridding

The l('lller
points
of the work ullit:,; ,ire used to form il f~rid of
s3m"i"
lrlLts
coveri.ng
the arc]
n'
interest.
The <luxillary
inflllm:;tjon
assigned
to eilch '~;]rl:ll(' ,mit,
is deten'lincd
hv the
JUl',1I i,l[
of the center
point".
!':';:11
sample unit
is assigned
the
Ilil
l"lnation C'orrespondill~'
,) till' poJv\..;on in which the
cell t ' '1- I', i n t f i1 11 s •
1

1(:,

APPENDIX

Geometric

6

Arguments

Lines of longitude correspond to the intersection of the surface
of the earth with planes which contain the polar axis.
Lines of
latitude are the intersection of planes with the surface of the
earth such that the polar axis is perpendicular
to the plane.
Treating the earth as an ellipsoid of rotation (~) (Clark lR66
Ellipsoid also known as 1927 North American Datum), the
following parameters are required:
1- Equatorial

radius

a

6,37R,2(l(;

meters

b

6,356,584

meters

3. First eccentricity

ea

(;1 2-h 2) •5/a

4. Second eccentricity

eb

(aL-h:')·5/h

....

')

Polar radius

Then, the distance on the surface of the earth fronl the equator
to a specified latitude, t, is
(in series expansion)
Set) = aot + alsin(2t)

+ 32sin(4t)

+

where
ao = a(1-e2) (1+(3/4)e2 + (45/64)e4+
+ (11025/l6384)e8 + •••
)
al= -(1/2)a(1-e2)«3/4)e2
+ (15/1G)e4
6
8
(525/5l2)e .+
(2205/2048)e
+ ..• )
a2 = (1/4)a(1-e2 )«l5/64)e4
(2205/40QO)e8 + •••
)

(175/256)e6

+

+ (105/256)e6

+

For the creation of AgRISTARS sampling units, the inverse of
Set) is necessary.
Thus, using the follmling for"mula we can
compute the latitude (in radians) of a specified distance, H,
from point ti along a line of longitude.

and

TIle distance along a line of latitude,
longitude is determined by

where

t=T, hetween

g2 and gl are the lines of longitude

two lines

of

and
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Thus, the angle of longitude (in r'adians) subtended
lengtll, L, along the line of IHtitude ti is

=__

(;(L,ti)

by an arc of

L
_
(r cos(ti))

Each of the distance functions has an inverse mapping in which,
given a point, Pc' and a desired distance along a given
latitude or longitude, the latitude and longitude of the point
can be computed.
To grid a spheriod using these distance
measures and inverses, it is necessary to define starting points
(~). The equator and the 0" line of longitude was used for
convenience in computer applications.
Creating
Sampling

the
Frame

In lid s section
sampling units
be established
the surface of
defined by ti'
S(ti+l)

the approach for creating a "grid" system of
is outlined.
The grid system of sample units can
by first defining planes of latitude which slice
the sphere into ~;trips which have latitude
such that,

- S(ti)

height

o

=

H

i

=

of desired

0, 1, 2, .••

sample

,1

unit,

(The equator),

ti+l is greater

than t.,

tI is less than

(2/9) radians

1

ane'

(approximately

800).

Note that the slicing algorithm for general application
is done
from the equator toward the North Pole.
The appropriate
reflections are used to define the slices in the Southern
Hemi sphere.
After the strips which will contain the sample units are
defined, all that is required is to slice the strip into the
appropriate length (L) sample units.
To do this the algorit~l
starts the slicing by placing the westernmost edge of the first
sample unit approximately
along the 00 line of longitude.
The
center line of latitude is computed for the strip and increments
of length equal to the sample unIt length are made along the
center line.
Thus, the center points of this latitude/longitude
slicing process define the sample units.
To understand the gridding algorithm, note that there are (1 + 1)
unique values for latitude, ti' which slice the quadrant.
For
each of the j = 1, 2, •••
, I "center latitudes" of the slices
there are Nj values of longitude in the quadrant which "chop"
thE: "slice" into sampling units.
Notice that Nj is
nonincreasing
as the center latitudes, Yj. increase.
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The Yj are found incrementally by first defining to = 0 and
then incrementing along g = 0 to find tIt t2' ° 0 °t tIo
The latitude of the center points of the sample unitst Yjt is
found by:
Yj = (tj

+ tj-I)/2, j

= 1, 2t ° 0 0t I

where

TI1e Nj sample units along latitude Yj are computed
iteratively as follows.
First let
go=

O.

Then the line of latitude is chopped into lengths
the sample units by creating
gk

= gk-l + G(L,Yj)t

k

=

Thus the center point longitude
computed as follows:

As a result,

the iteratively

It 2, ••

the size of

0t Njo

of the sample unitt Xk' are

created collection

of ordered

pairs

define the center point expressed in terms of latitude and
longitude for each sample unit in the quadrant.
It should be
noted that the actual program creates a file of sample units
which consists ()f the intersection of these center points and
the area for which the frame is being created.
That iSt only
the sample units in the target area are created.
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